
tudents are practising the four skills (speaking, writing, listening and reading) to cover how old people are using the verb 

to have, significant dates, and learning about Christmas in other countries. Students also learn how to give a wider variety 

of basic opinions and continue to build upon their learning from term 1 to be able to give more information about people 

and to strengthen their grammatical knowledge.

Year 7 MFL (French and Spanish)

Term 2 Je me présente/Me presento (Personal information)

Core knowledge/skills/concepts

Grammar:

To have
Negatives

Definite article
Adjective agreement and positioning.

Vocabulary:
Conjugations of the verb to have

Numbers 1-31
Months of the year
Vocabulary from Christmas songs

Phonics:
Alphabet and phonetical principles

Giving opinions:
Expressing simple opinions

Skills:

Reading
Writing
Listening

Speaking

Previous topic:

Talking about feelings and describing people with the verb to be.

Next topic:

Personal information including talking about dates and ages







Year 7 MFL (French and Spanish)
Term 1 C'est parti/Vamos (Let's go)

Essential vocabulary

See sentence builders 1-2 for T2

Threshold concepts

What a verb is

Use of the verb to have with age, rather than to be

Phonetical differences between English and foreign language

Opportunities for reading

Reading texts written for subject topic – 95% comprehensibility to boost confidence in reading in the TL

Opportunities for students to read aloud on a regular basis to enable phonics application and for misconceptions to be 

addressed.

How and when will the core learning be assessed?

Students will undertake 2-3 vocabulary tests over the course of the term to check acquisition of key vocabulary.

Students complete a diagnostic translation task to check for understanding of key grammatical concepts.

At the end of term, students have to write 5 sentences about themselves to cover the content from T1 and 2.

Links to other topics/subjects



Students are learning about..... at this point in Year 7 because...

The ‘why this and why now?’ question

Curriculum ‘Glossary’ and guidance

Core knowledge/skills/concepts

Aspects that must be known without compromise and retained in the long-term memory (think of it as a checklist for 

teachers and students to work towards securing)

Essential vocabulary

Tier 2 as well as Tier 3 

Tier 2= valuable academic words that appear across the school curriculum e.g evaluate, authority, indicate (our ‘word of 

the week’ comes for Tier 2 vocabulary lists 

Tier 3= subject specific vocabulary

Threshold concepts

‘Gateway’ concepts that are essential for students to be able to progress onto more complex ideas. In other words, 

they require mastery before moving onto other concepts. 

Opportunities for reading

How and when will the core learning be assessed?

Formative assessment to inform responsive teaching and TRIO opportunities as well as summative assessment.

Links to other topics/subjects

(we will create time to come together to really explore these)

Previous topic: To support understanding of how the curriculum is sequenced

Next topic:
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